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March 4, 1985 
 
 
Subject: Follow-Up Visits and Dialogues 
 
The previous evening, a message was received by telephone from the President of the Soust VO about 
completion of the Soust irrigation tunnel. The VO had entered into a partnership with AKRSP in the month of 
November 1983 by agreeing to organise and manage resources of the village collectively and by participating 
in the savings and increased productivity programmes. The VO had identified an irrigation channel to irrigate 
the Soust Das measuring 1,000 kanals as their priority project. During the second dialogue, the VO agreed 
with the AKRSP Surveyor in excavating a surface channel skirting round the mountain-side. As a 
consequence in the third dialogue, the VO agreed to undertake the project with the monetary and material 
assistance amounting to Rs.55,200 from AKRSP. However, after the commencement of the work, the VO 
decided to tunnel the mountain for the channel instead of taking it along the mountain-side, because of the 
problems of land slides and difficulties in maintenance. 
 
Since the VO was confident of undertaking the construction of the channel and in actual fact started the work 
on the tunnel, the AKRSP Engineering Section agreed to the proposal and gave necessary technical advice in 
undertaking the venture. The grant gave by AKRSP, obviously proved highly inadequate for the new project 
but as this was being undertaken at the behest of the VO, AKRSP only agreed to provide additional 
explosives. The members of the VO worked on the tunnel for months without any remuneration for labour. 
Although once they failed in keeping the alignment of the tunnel in the right direction but they did not give up 
and after tunnelling the mountain by more than 750 feet, they started tunneling it from the other side and on 
the 3rd of March, they succeeded in connecting the two portions of the tunnel which is 7 feet high and 5 feet 
wide. 
 
On the afternoon of March 4, 1985, the MG (SSK, HWK, SMS) accompanied with Salim Jiwani, Chief 
Accountant AKF(P), Surveyor Sahib Khan and KJ too off by helicopter for Soust. The weather on the way 
suddenly turned out to be more rough than expected but under the able helmsmanship of Major Iqbal Mirza, 
ably assisted by Lt. Col. Younas Bhatti, the MG reached Soust greeted by a wildly happy and ecstatic throng 
of villagers.They persuaded SSK and HWK to slip down the skylight hole to inspect the site where the two 
portions of the tunnel had met. With Salim Jiwani, the MG inspected the first 200 to 300 feet of the tunnel.The 
completed tunnel measures 1350 feet. 
 
On the request of the President of the VO and other members present, the MG agreed to a formal 
inauguration of the tunnel on 22.3.1985 by the Secretary General, Economic Affairs Division to which MLA 
Zone 'E' and Commissioner, Northern Areas would also be invited. The VO is planning a big 'NIAZ' to 
celebrate their success. They asked for SSK's permission on the entertainment since on previous occasions, 
the MG had refused to accept their hospitality.They were delighted at SSK's response that to celebrate the 
completion of this gigantic achievement they were at liberty to do whatever they considered appropriate. 
 
The return journey was no less than a torture because of high gales and dusty storms and everyone took a 
sigh of relief on safe landing at the Gilgit airport. 
 
March 5, 1985 
 
The MG (SSK, HWK & SMS) along with Dr. Alnasir Babul and KJ took off at 0900 hours and after dropping 
the others at Shahtote, SSK proceeded to Skardu for finalising arrangements in connection with the visit of the 
Secretary General, Economic Affairs Division from March 21 to 23, 1985. On return SSK met the members of 
the Shahtote VO about which the following information was furnished: 



 
- No. of households  25 
- Total membership  33 
- VO formed on   21.12.84 
- Savings accumulated  Rs.14,000 
- President   Mohammad Ali 
- Manager   Mir Afzal 
- Priority project   An irrigation channel 7,500 feet 

  identified   which is likely to irrigate 3,000 kanals belonging to all the 
households. 

 
Work commenced on the channel on 25.12.1984 and two instalments have since been received and 70% 
work completed. The VO expects to complete the channel by 25.3.1985 when it will undertake plantation of 
5,000 trees as agreed to by the VO during the third dialogue held by HWK. 
 
In the discussion with the members, SSK briefly touched on the points already discussed in detail with the VO 
by HWK, SMS and Dr. Babul. The members expressed willingness to prevent losses by getting their 
nominees trained and by paying for medicines and their services. They also agreed to the collective 
development of the new land. Shahtote, in principle, appears to be a potential village for accepting the 
advanced package of AKRSP. 
 
Next the helicopter landed at Shahoot in the Juglote Sai nallah where the MG was greeted by about 20 
members of the organization in the school compound including President Mohammad Younas, Manager 
Dilbar Shah and Maulvi Moosa. The 47 members of the VO have a collective savings of Rs.37,445 and have 
completed their priority project named improvement, extension and expansion of the Shahoot khul. HWK 
explained the advanced package of AKRSP namely the VO's acceptance to establish arrangements to look 
after the needs of the village in regard to prevention of losses and agree to collective management and 
development of village resources. Whereas  all the members present accepted these obligations. One of the 
members present put up a demand for additional funds to construct 200 to 300 feet of cement cover on the 
channel to save the irrigation water from pollution by animals. SSK explained the methodology of AKRSP in 
this regard and commended preparation of a village plan incorporating all such needs and implementation of 
such plans by the VO in a phased and gradual manner by generating resources through their own incomes 
and by obtaining loans. Although the gentleman remained unconvinced but the rest of the members seemed 
united in their resolve to achieve self reliance. The gentleman was last seen staging a walk-out. 
 
Our last stop for the day was at Madinatul Karim which is at the foot-hills of Naltar mountains. We found Naltar 
still blanketed under snow and the channel completed by Naltar Bala VO was full of snow and ice. At 
Madinatul Karim the MG was greeted by 65 members of the organisation whose savings now amounted to 
Rs.118,000 and who had completed their priority project of a link road measuring a little less than four miles. It 
took them one year to complete the road work. 
 
In the discussion on the advanced package, the members readily agreed to fulfil their obligations in terms of 
payment of medicines and services to prevent losses but they still felt that in case of their village, there was 
not much scope for agricultural development and they advocated use of their savings for a consumer goods 
store whereby they could get a bag of flour to each member at Rs.38 less than the market price and buying a 
tractor trolley to earn money for the VO by using it for hire in and outside the village. They also spoke of 
establishing a fertilizer depot and a godown for housing material. They argued that they don't have additional 
land available for agricultural activities and whatever land was there, this was subjected to perennial mud-flow 
and they saw little future in agriculture. However, in the discussion they conceded that they have considerable 
number of cherry trees and other crops which if properly marketed, could bring them substantial additional 
incomes. 
 
The helicopter returned to Gilgit airport 1615 hours. 
 



March 6, 1985 
 
The MG (SSK, HWK, ZA & SMS) accompanied with two villagers of Village Harchin of Chitral, one of whom 
had lost his leg in a construction accident on one of the NAWO roads, took off from Gilgit airport at 0815 hours 
and made the first landing at Phander to disembark ZA who wanted to look at the blight affecting the willow 
trees in the area. At the next stop at Harchin, the two villagers disembarked and we felt for the family whose 
young son had lost his leg. The landing at Buni was a stormy one because by now, the wind was blowing not 
only with a lot of velocity but in gales. At the pologround the MG was received by the Assistant Commissioner 
(Major Majid), Mr. Afzal Ali, Member AKRSP BOD, Mr. Noor Alam, Vice Chairman, Chitral District Council, 
Chairman, UC Buni and nearly 100/150 members of the Buni VO. After introduction by the SO Sartaj Khan 
who took over his post a fortnight back, Mr. Hassan Ali, Manager Gulden VO read out a written speech. The 
following information was elicited through queries. 
 
Village Buni comprises three of the following VOs: 
 
VO Guldeb 
 
- No. of households  150 
- Total membership  246 
- Organization formed  April 6, 1984 
- Savings todate   Rs. 20,000 
- President   Sahib Nadir 
- Manager   Hassan Ali 
 
VO Lasht 
 
- No. of households  150 
- Total membership  136 
- Organization formed  April 14, 1984 
- Savings accumulated  Rs. 7,000 
- President   Rehmat Wali 
- Manager   Nadir Ahmad 
 
VO Mulgram 
 
- No. of households  150 
- Total membership  137 
- Organization formed  April 1984 
- Savings accumulated  Rs. 6,300 
- President   Sub. Aziz 
- Manager   Abdul Ghaffar 
 
All the three organizations have identified construction of a channel to irrigate nearly 6,000 of Shipshum Das 
belonging to the residents of village Buni as their top priority project. On a query by SSK if there was any 
dispute on the ownership or any allied matters pertaining to the Das, the Chairman of UC Fida Ahmad 
observed that there was no dispute about ownership of land in the Das but there was a dispute about water 
rights from which the channel was to be excavated. Previously government had sanctioned a channel at a 
cost of Rs.2,800,000 for Charanvee village but after the expenditure of Rs.100,000, the construction of the 
channel was stopped because the inhabitants of village Buni pleased that their water rights were being 
infringed. A detailed discussion took place on the subject and it was agreed that the representatives of the 
three VOs as well as of village Charanvee along with local councillor will meet the AC on 8.3.85 to draw up an 
agreement between the parties and to inform AKRSP of the resolution of the dispute before asking them to 
enter into a partnership with the VO of Buni. 
 



After this discussion SSK explained the strategy and methodology of AKRSP and the vision of His Highness 
for the development of this area. He made it clear that it was not possible for AKRSP to compromise its 
principles and a partnership with the VO will have to be based on terms enunciated by AKRSP and without a 
full and complete undertaking by the VO to abide by the terms of partnership, AKRSP would be unable to join 
hands with the VOs in the development effort. 
 
Since the weather was getting worse, the MG took off for the return journey and stopped over at Jaferabad to 
pick up ZA and to have a discussion with the members of the VO about AKRSP's advanced package. About 
22 members representing 22 households met the MG and gave the following information: 
 
- Total membership  35 
 representing 22 HHs 
- Organization formed  March 1983 
- Total savings   Rs.13,235 
- President   Ali Mohammad Shah 
- Manager   Haji Aman Shah 

 - Project implemented  Phander irrigation channel which is going to irrigate 734 kanals of 
new land. 

 
The land has already been divided amongst the households and the average ownership is 21 kanal with the 
minimum ownership of 5 kanals and maximum at 50 kanals. The organization is planning to plant forest in 180 
kanals on a collective basis and is also taking fertilizer on loan from AKRSP since last year. The members 
expressed willingness at having their own arrangements for prevention of losses in terms of animals and 
plants by paying for medicines and services. They have already selected Hav. Durza Khan as their livestock 
specialist and Muzaffar Shah as plant protection specialist. On their request for an immediate arrangement for 
5,000 plants as none were available locally, it was agreed that production loan would be made available to 
them to procure the plants from nearby places. The Manager accompanied the MG in the helicopter to obtain 
the fertilizer loan. The MG also agreed to contact the Forest Department for making plants available from the 
local nursery to the VO. 
 
By now the valley was also becoming gusty and prudence demanded that we return to Gilgit as quickly which 
we did after some anxious moments by 1315 hours. ZA aptly remarked that in this area, each valley had its 
own weather. 


